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Have you ever watched “Transformers”, the awesome blockbuster in the summer of 2007? If 
you have, you probably already have been amazed by all the cool robots that can change their 
appearance and fight models within a few seconds. Now, in the Department of Molecular 
Evolution, Uppsala University, scientists found a protein with similar features. It underwent 
dramatical changes on the sequential and structural level, not within a few seconds, but 
probably within a few million years. 
 
The protein is a hypothetical protein in Bartonella with the locus name BH14680 in 
Bartonella henselae strain Houston 1. The protein is composed of two parts. One is 
“anchoring basement” which crosses the membrane four times on the surface of Bartonella 
and is responsible for the stabilization of the protein. The other part hangs out of the 
membrane, and works either as a “Lethal Weapon” that attacks the host cell surface, or as a 
“Mask of Zorro” that helps the bacteria escape the recognition of enemies in the immune 
system of the host. 
 
Actually, the protein is only a half transformer. The anchoring base part did not change much 
throughout the whole evolutionary history. But the outside part was actively changed in the 
amino acid sequence in the lineage of Bartonella. Bartonella is a genus of bacteria within the 
class of Alphaproteobacteria, which is one of the most widely distributed bacteria in the 
world that infects many different mammal hosts. Some species of Bartonella have the ability 
to infect more than one host (facultative pathogen), such as Bartonella henselae, which can 
infect both cats and humans. 
 
The transforming ability of BH14680 may relate to the evasion of Bartonella to the diverged 
mammal host sets. Different hosts provide a different environment for the pathogenic bacteria, 
those bacteria with a more diverged BH14680 could better interact with different host cells or 
evade the recognition of by the host immune system. 
 
The most important evidence of dramatic transforming of BH14680 comes from the high 
omega value for the extracellular domain. There are two kinds of nucleotide changes in the 
biology world: type one is nucleotide changes causing amino acid changes; type two is 
nucleotide changes not causing amino acid changes. The omega value is the ratio of type one 
divided by type two. A high omega value indicates the protein is under strong positive 
selection. This selection would change the protein intensively in a relatively short time, which 
is very rare in the natural world. For most proteins, conserved amino acid sequences and 
stabled function are preferred. Thus, the high omega value of BH14680 is an indicator of a 
rare evolutionary episode, which may caused by the intensified host-pathogen interaction. 
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